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ABSTRACT
Use of low calorie sweeteners (LCS) in place of high calorie sugars (sucrose or carbohydrates) may be
helpful to control various chronic diseases particularly diabetes and obesity. Diabetes occurs when high
blood sugar levels develop and obesity occurs when accumulation of large amount of fat in the various
body parts in the form of adipose tissue. A top priority is to keep blood sugar levels as normal as possible
and low calorie diet to control both diabetes and obesity. Diabetes and obesity is the main cause of
various chronic diseases mainly cardiovascular. As part of eating plan, limit the amount of carbohydrates
in each day diet and LCSs (like aspartame) are one easy tool to help for follow eating plan.
Keywords: Aspartame; diabetes; obesity, sugar; low-calorie sweeteners.
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DISCUSSION

aspartame annually, equivalent to another kg of

Avoidance of sugar has been a major focus of
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nutritional advice for people with diabetes and
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, although in
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is generally inconclusive

[5,14]

sweeteners are promoted to prevent dental

CONCLUSION
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However,
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nutritive sweeteners are regulated as food

labeling of sweetener is contentious. Six

additives. Regulate the amount of food

artificial sweeteners are permitted in Europe,

additives that are permitted for use in foods.

each with an acceptable daily intake

Acceptable daily intake (ADI) for some common

Aspartame alone to reach the acceptable daily

sweeteners is expressed in mg/kg of body

intake

weight per day, which amount of sweetener

combinations of sweeteners, even high level

that can be safely consumed on a daily basis

consumers rarely exceed 10 mg/day. Intakes

over a person’s lifetime without any adverse
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effects. The ADI amounts are actually much

neurotransmitters and provoke seizures in

higher than the amounts an individual would
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